Measures of branch support such as the bootstrap (Felsenstein 1985; Minh et al. 2013 ) 29
and Bayesian posterior probability (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) are important for 30 making robust inferences from phylogenetic trees. However, while these measures provide 31 useful information about the statistical support for a given branch, neither captures the 32 topological variation present in the underlying data (Kumar et al. 2012) . hard to interpret because they may result from strongly supported discordance among 45 individual gene trees or weak phylogenetic signal in individual loci. 46
Here, we resolve these issues by implementing the calculation of gCF while 47
|{ : is concordant with }| |{ : is decisive for }| 99
Since many such quartets exist around branch (when sampling individual tips from 100 within A, B, C, and D), we define sCF( ) as the mean CF U ( ) over m random quartets: 101
Thus, the sCF is the average proportion of sites decisive for that are concordant with . In 103 effect, the sCF is a measure of concordance for sites that is directly comparable to the 104 measure of concordance for single-locus trees provided by the gCF. Unlike related quartet 105 approaches that are based on maximum likelihood tree inference and that calculate 106 discordance at the level of the whole alignment (Strimmer and von Haeseler 1997; Pease et 107 al. 2018), the sCF uses parsimony criteria to calculate discordance at the level of individual 108 sites. We note that the sCF is closely related to the values derived from spectral analysis 109 (Hendy and Penny 1993; Charleston 1998). Spectral analysis is a tree-independent method of 110 investigating phylogenetic signal. In the simple case of binary data, such that each site 111 corresponds to a bipartition of taxa, the spectral support for a single branch counts the 112 number of sites that correspond to the bipartition defined by that branch. In the case of binary 113 data, this is the same as the value CF U ( ) that we define above. The sCF in this case differs 114 from the spectral support insofar as it is calculated by averaging over a large set of CF U ( ) 115 values calculated by repeatedly subsampling quartets of taxa from an alignment. 116
Similarly to gene discordance factors, we also define the site discordance factors 117 sCF( ) = sDF # ( ) and sCF( ) = sDF J ( ). There is no sDFP category, because unlike the 118 gDF values, every decisive site must contribute to one of the three proportions sCF( ),sDF # ( ), or sDF J ( ); any quartet of taxa resolves into exactly three tree topologies shown in Figure 1 . In other words, the sum of sCF( ), sDF # ( ), and sDF J ( ) will always be 1. 121 122 gCF and sCF for rooted trees 123
The above definitions of gCF and sCF apply only to unrooted trees. However, in the 124 case that users have a rooted reference tree as well as rooted gene trees, we can extend the 125 calculation of the gCF to allow us to calculate different gCF values on either side of the root. 126
To do this we first add a virtual root node into the rooted reference tree , resulting in an 127 unrooted tree ′. Similarly, we convert the rooted gene trees ) into unrooted trees ) \ by 128 adding the same virtual root. This allows us to then follow the same procedure as above for 129
calculating gCF values on unrooted trees, with the sole difference that the output is a rooted 130 instead of an unrooted reference tree. In this case, it is possible to calculate gCF values on a 131 
Implementation in IQ-TREE 2 136
We provide two new options, --gcf and --scf, in IQ-TREE version 2 (Minh et al. 137 2020) to compute gCF and sCF respectively. A tutorial for how to use these options is 138 provided at http://www.iqtree.org/doc/Concordance-Factor. Both options can be combined in 139 a single run, which will calculate the gCF and sCF for every branch in the input reference 140 tree. While sCFs can be calculated on any alignment, the calculation of gCFs requires 141 individual gene trees. We have therefore implemented a convenient option, -S, to specify apartition file or a directory of single-locus alignments in which IQ-TREE will infer separate 143 trees for each partition or alignment (Minh et al. 2020) . 144
IQ-TREE provides a suite of output files to assist users in understanding and 145 investigating gCF and sCF values. It provides tree files that can be viewed in most tree 146 viewers, which contain information on both the proportional data (gCF, gDF1, gDF2, gDFP; 147 sCF, sDF1, sDF2) and their corresponding absolute count data (gCF_N, gDF1_N, gDF2_N, 148 gDFP_N; sCF_N, sDF1_N, sDF2_N), as well as the number of decisive genes and sites for 149 each branch (gN and sN, respectively). It also provides a tree file that combines information 150 on the gCF, sCF, and any bootstrap values that have been calculated (e.g. Figure 2 ). In 151 addition to this, IQ-TREE provides a '.cf.stat' file that contains all 16 concordance and 152 discordance values listed above for every branch in the reference tree in a machine-readable 153 tabulated format, and through the --cf-verbose option it provides tabulated files that detail for 154 every branch in the reference tree whether each gene tree was concordant with that branch 155 (the '.cf.stat_tree' file produced from a --gcf analysis), and the average number of sites in 156 each locus that were concordant with that branch (the '.cf.stat_loci' file produced from a --scf 157 analysis). Together these output files provide both a convenient overview of the data, and the 158 opportunity to understand in much more detail the extent to which each locus is concordant 159 or discordant with the reference tree. 160 161
Application to empirical datasets 162
To demonstrate the use of gCF and sCF values, we first analysed a dataset containing 163 3,220 ultra-conserved elements (UCEs) from lizards, totalling 1,301,107 bp for 43 species 164 (Rodriguez et al. 2018) . To do this, we estimated a concatenated maximum likelihood (ML) 165 tree, 3,220 UCE trees, and the gCF, sCF, and bootstrap values with IQ-TREE (Figure 2 ).
To investigate the relationships between dataset size, concordance factors, and 167 bootstrap values, we also analysed a collection of nine additional empirical phylogenomic 168 datasets that represent a range of clades and data types (Table 1) In principle, both gCF and sCF values can range from 0% (no genes / sites are 220 concordant with the focal branch) to 100% (all genes / sites are concordant with the focal 221 branch). In practice however, as exemplified in Figure 3 and supplementary figures 1 to 10,  222 empirical gCF values tend to range from 0% to 100%, while empirical sCF values are rarely 223 lower than 33% (represented by the dashed line in the sCF panel of Figure 3A ). This is due to 224 an important underlying difference in the way that the two values are calculated. The sCF is 225 calculated from quartets, so a single site can only support one of three topologies (Figure 1) . 226
Because of this, if there is no consistent information in an alignment (e.g. if a long alignment 227
were generated at random) we expect a roughly equal proportion of sites supporting each of 228 producing a species tree will differ from MP resolutions. For instance, the branch of interest 256 may be unduly affected by a small number of highly influential sites in a concatenated ML 257 analysis (Shen et al. 2017) . In this case, the influential sites can have an outsized influence on 258 the ML resolution of a split because they have extreme differences in likelihood between 259 different resolutions of that split. Because MP does not account for likelihood differences-it 260 instead weights all sites equally-MP analyses remain unaffected by such outliers. Thus, 261 cases in which the sCF is much lower than 33% may merit further investigation. 262
We hope that the user-friendly implementation of gene-and site-concordance factors 263 in IQ-TREE will assist researchers in gaining additional insights into their phylogenetic 264 reconstructions. In particular, we encourage phylogeneticists to calculate both bootstrap 
